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HIMS HospiLogix Named Best Hospital Management Software Company of 2021
by Digital.com
The company was recognized among the most effective platforms for managing
appointment booking, inventory management, medical billing and more
Delhi, India– Digital.com, a leading independent review website for small business online tools,
products, and services, has named HospiLogix™ among the best hospital management
software companies of 2021. Research experts evaluated the top systems based on
management features, patient types, and integration capabilities.
HospiLogix™ and other platforms were expected to provide tools that can handle clinic
workflows in various areas, such as patient records, claims, appointment scheduling and
medical billing. The study prioritized software that cater to both inpatient and outpatient
management. It was also crucial that all systems offer integrations for EHR systems and other
programs frequently used with hospital management software.
Digital.com’s research team conducted a 40-hour assessment of over 70 solutions. To access
the complete list of best hospital management software, please visit https://digital.com/hospitalmanagement-software/.
ABOUT HIMS HOSPILOGIX
Hospilogix™ is a web-based, multilocational, scalable and modular Hospital

Information System. Developed by NextGen eSolutions in 2005, this system was
built to serve the digitization needs of hospitals, particularly those aspiring to
expand rapidly. The solution boasts of 40+ modules, and is completely
configurable, allowing a hospital flexibility in its processes. Hospilogix™ is
presently implemented across a multitude of private and government hospitals.
The company prides itself on continuous innovation, and has built a remote
patient engagement module through the Covid- 19 pandemic, allowing a hospital
to retain patient midshare allowing for better care delivery.

GE Healthcare, India’s leading medical technology company which is
revolutionising healthcare access in the region, has partnered with NextGen for
marketing and distribution of Hospilogix.

ABOUT DIGITAL.COM
Digital.com reviews and compares the best products, services, and software for running or
growing a small business website or online shop. The platform collects twitter comments and
uses sentiment analysis to score companies and their products. Digital.com was founded in
2015 and formerly known as Review Squirrel. To learn more, visit https://digital.com/.
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